
Sales Tip: If you don’t A-S-K, you won’t G-E-T.

Here is a tip based on one of our very good dealers in Texas. Even though they 

do consistent numbers and are way up YTD, one of their folks just went on an 

incredible Helix run, selling 5 machines in 4 weeks (SIDE NOTE: Think about 

how much spiff money he made!). He’s always liked Helix, but still I wanted to 

pick his brain on how he was able to blast out 5 in less than a month. He told 

me: 

"Everyone who comes in looking for a Stepmill-type product, which we 

don’t floor, gets shown a Helix instead. By the time I explain what it does, 

with the multi-planar movement and the greater muscle activation, and 

then get them on it so they can feel it for themselves, and then explain 

how much money and space they’re going to save, I’ve got ‘em. They 



walk out of there convinced they made a smarter purchase and they’re 

getting much more bang for their buck”.

Those of you who regularly read these sales tips may remember that we’ve 

received similar reports from a top dealer in Phoenix and another in the Miami 

area.

This is a GREAT strategy, and these folks sell it with conviction.

Hey, if you’re actually flooring a Stepmill and someone wants to spend $6500 or 

whatever your version costs, and they have the ceiling height to accommodate 

it, then by all means sell them one. In that situation, since the customer has 

money and they like the intensity of that workout, show them a Helix after 

you’ve closed them on the Stepmill. They’ll feel the difference in the workout 

and you might get a nice add-on sale.

One of my dearest friends used to say…

"If you don’t A-S-K, you won’t G-E-T."

I know a salesperson up in CT who had just closed a customer on a Vision 

7200 suspension trainer. He had his Helixes next to the counter, so as he was 

writing the couple up on their 7200, he invited them to hop on the Helix. He 

said:

“Hey, can you do me a favor? We brought in this new product that’s a 

new way to train, and we’re asking our good customers what they think 

about it”. 

The wife hopped on, within 10 seconds was telling her husband “honey, I can 

really feel it here” (pointing to glutes). Hubby asked “what can you do for us on 

this one”, and voila, a package deal. Literally because he remembered to ask 

them to try a Helix. 



REAL WORLD EXAMPLE

Here is another example of "If you don’t A-S-K, you won’t G-E-T" submitted 

recently by a salesperson for one of our high volume dealers:

It was awesome - a guy came in to buy a home gym for his son and 
some dumbbells, bars, weights, etc. He was checking out and 
asked me if the PowerPlate is good for hockey players. I said, 
"It's decent, BUT I have the PERFECT product for you!” I put him on a 
Helix, and within seconds the customer was saying “this is 
FANTASTIC!" Like the Helix folks say, keep your Helix radar tuned up 
so you’ll be sure to hear opportunities like this! It ended up being a 
great add-on to the sale!

Happy Trails, and Happy Sales to all of you. 
Scott Logan
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